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Assessing the Development of the Portuguese
Way to Santiago in Times of Pandemic
Vitor Ambrósio
Estoril Higher Institute for Tourism and Hotel Studies, Portugal
vitor.ambrosio@eshte.pt

Carlos Fernandes
Polytechnic of Viana do Castelo, Portugal
cfernandes@estg.ipvc.pt

The aim of this study is to explore a holistic approach to assessing the level of development of a
pilgrimage route using a model proposed by Ambrosio et al. (2019). In accordance with this model,
a diagnosis matrix structures the surveying of predefined variables and enables the evaluation of
pilgrimage routes. This tool allows an understanding of both, material and immaterial elements that
comprise part of pilgrimage experiences, and of the respective routes as tourism products. The study
takes as reference two Municipalities along the Portuguese Way to Santiago—one in the South, Vila
Franca de Xira, and another in the North, Viana do Castelo.
In our primary research, the criteria of the conceptual model were interpreted along a three-stage
assessment methodology based on the diagnosis matrix to test the conceptual model—the physical
structure of the route itself, the supporting services, and the availability and quality of the attractions.
A visual methodology through photo elicitation was used to register data and generate discussion
amongst stakeholders. Findings suggest that the same type of resources are being handled differently
in the crossed municipalities, demonstrating a lack of coordinated development. Additionally, a
general lack of knowledge of emerging consumer trends may be impeding innovations by businesses,
raising doubt about the readiness of the pilgrimage route for the post-pandemic pilgrim.
Key Words: Way to Santiago, pilgrimage route, conceptual model, diagnosis matrix.

Introduction
A pilgrimage has been defined as

(or even more than one country), requiring that the
management of the route be based on a set of requisites
to be followed / explored by all agents involved in the
process (Ambrósio et al., 2019) by ascertaining typical
features of the route and assess how it has been connected
with ideas of developing their attractiveness (Kostiainen,
2008).

a journey resulting from religious causes,
externally to a holy site, and internally for
spiritual purposes and internal understanding
(Barber, 1993:1).
Today, pilgrimage is defined differently, as a traditional
religious or modern secular journey (Collins-Kreiner,
2010), organised in traditional or recently created
pilgrimage routes that are becoming relevant tourist
resources / attractions, helping local and regional
development (mainly in areas not so exploited by
tourism). The phenomenon is currently experiencing
resurgence throughout the world, as long-standing
shrines still act as magnets to those in search of spiritual
fulfilment (Digance, 2003). Subsequently, substantial
efforts and investments have been made by different local
stakeholders to augment visitor / pilgrim experiences.
Often, pilgrimage routes cross more than one region

As stated in a study financed under the European
Commission’s Competitiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme - Council of Europe (n.d.), the
fact that a Route is not only a path may result in a lack
of a sense of community or coherence. In fact, several
of the Cultural Routes suffer substantially from ‘missing
links’, that is geographically scattered networks which
might result in uneven development of the Route in
different regions / countries. This can prevent visitors
from following the entire path of the Route and result in
poor SME development in the ‘missing links’ areas.
72
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Among the many pilgrimage routes, the Way to Santiago
is undoubtedly the best known and it is the most soughtafter path by pilgrims / walkers. Various designations
for the Way to Santiago are used interchangeably in the
literature - Camino, Santiago Way, Santiago Camino,
Camino de Santiago, Santiago Route, St. James Way or
simply the Way. In the 21st century, Santiago has become
a central goal for ‘secularised’ pilgrims ranging from
ordinary tourists to spiritual seekers of all kinds (Gemzöe,
n.d.). Pilgrims have come to Santiago for centuries, but
the number of both believers and non-believers making
the trip increased considerably in recent decades after
national and regional Spanish tourism authorities revived
the route, which was supported by a wide network of
religious and civic organisations (Wilson & Sullivan,
2021). Complementing this point of view, the Council of
Europe study indicates that the Galician Government’s
Xacobeo 93 campaign was successfully organised,
as it led to a steady increase in the number of tourists
and pilgrims in the subsequent years to about 4 million
annually (during the 1999 holy year alone, the follow-up
campaign drew over 6 million people).
Other countries crossed by the Santiago Way have been
reviving their routes, including the diffusion / promotion
of the Camino in their policies for the development of
religious tourism and nature tourism. According to Mróz
(2021), the Camino de Santiago network covers more
than 80 thousand kilometres of marked route. For their
geographical proximity, France and Portugal stand out in
this process.
The success of the Way to Santiago relies, among others,
on the consistency of two variables: the mental health
effects by being in contact with nature, allowing strong
introspective moments and the fact that it is a trip for all
pocketbooks. Wilson and Sullivan (2021) note in their
article for the Associated Press that mental health experts
agree that the pilgrimage can lead to emotional healing
for both religious and non-religious faithful. The authors
add that preliminary results from a survey of 100 pilgrims
point to a reduction of stress and depression that surpass
those seen after regular holidays. This survey was part of
a study done by clinical researchers from universities in
Spain and Brazil.
Regarding the daily practices of pilgrims / walkers,
there are two distinct types of behaviour. On the one
hand, there are pilgrims / walkers who undertake the
Camino in a more ascetic way, sleeping only in official
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albergues and eating nearly always in restaurants that
offer a pilgrim’s menu. On the other hand, those who
walk the Camino for the experience of it, while not
giving up on good accommodation and looking for the
best restaurants. The former spend about 20/25 euros
per day (in official albergues the price of a stay does not
exceed 8 euros and the pilgrim’s menu varies between 5
and 7 euros); the second spend hundreds of euros a day,
booking luxury accommodation and eating at the most
renowned restaurants.
The Oficina del Peregrino (2021) points out that the year
2019 was the record year in terms of numbers on the
Camino de Santiago, registering over 347,000 pilgrims
from more than 180 countries worldwide. Mróz (2021)
adds that 2020 was forecast to surpass the number of
pilgrims in the previous year and in addition, various
events were planned in Santiago de Compostela to
precede the Compostela Holy Year (Año Santo Jubilar
Compostelano), in 2021.
Religious tourism and almost all forms of tourism were
experiencing fabulous times with numbers of tourist
arrivals increasing in most countries from all Continents.
However, from 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic led to
unprecedented global travel bans, lockdowns, the closing
of borders, widespread restrictions on public gatherings
and stay-at-home national policies and quarantine
periods. Consequently, these factors caused devastating
effects on tourism worldwide beginning in the first half of
2020, including the cessation of pilgrims on the Camino
for several months.
According to Mróz (2021) and Cárdenas and Aguirre
(2021), in 2020, as early as in the first weeks of the
pandemic, the leaders of the major religions requested
people from their communities to keep social distance,
to help those in need, to avoid leaving home and to
participate in services and prayers via mass / social
media. Many religious events and rituals in shrines were
reduced to zero, this situation being unique since World
War II. These measures were important; as stated by Raj
and Griffin (2020), transmission of infection can affect the
pilgrims and the local community at a particular site but
can also be ‘brought home’ by the returning participants,
affecting all those who are close to the ones who went on
a pilgrimage.
The pandemic caused a substantial reduction in the
number who made the pilgrimage in 2020, contrary to
73
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Table 1: Pilgrims Recorded in Oficina del Peregrino in 2019, 2020, and January-August 2021
J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

2019

1,651

2,119

7,474

31,722

46,673

49,058

53,319

62,814

45,653

36,118

8,274

2,710

2020

2,000

3,076

1,948

0

0

12

9,752

19,812

10,441

6,418

585

99

2021

60

14

194

1,024

4,295

14,825

33,962

43,575

nd

nd

nd

nd

Source: Table built with data provided by Oficina del Peregrino (2021)

particularly in accommodation, food providers and
transport. Attentive action by businesses is essential to
stay competitive and respond to the needs of pilgrims.

the expected increase in numbers. Following the data
provided by Oficina del Peregrino (2021) (see Table
1), the figures dramatically reflect the effects of the
pandemic on the number of pilgrims arriving in Santiago,
compared to the pre-pandemic period. The periods of
greatest infection and more restrictive rules regarding
movement and even the opening or closing of borders
are also evident. The first two months of 2020 reveal
a substantial number of pilgrims arriving in Santiago,
confirming the forecast as the number of pilgrims was
surpassing the number of the previous year. March 2020
shows the first breakdown in Europe which started in the
middle of this month, followed by two months with zero
pilgrims. The summer of 2020 indicates a slow recovery,
but one must add that in July and August about 80% were
Spaniards when in 2019 they accounted for less than
60%. The second or third pandemic wave (depending on
the country), during the autumn of 2020, is quite visible
in the figures for October to December when compared
with the same months in 2019. The same happens in the
winter months of 2021 when another pandemic wave
was taking place in many countries, obliging again the
closing of borders. Although spring 2021 shows better
results than spring 2020, the figures are considerably
lower than the numbers registered in the spring of 2019.
The two first summer months show a good recovery,
but the number of pilgrims is still about 30% below the
volume recorded in 2019.

Taking all of these issues into account, the aim of this
article is twofold: to continue the analysis process that
includes an assessment of differences between the
various municipalities / regions crossed by the Way
and to suggest hypotheses for solutions to emerging
situations which joined those that already existed in the
pre-pandemic era. In achieving these aims the paper
also seeks to continue the effort to making the territory
traversed by the Camino more prepared and, above all,
more equitable in terms of services and infrastructures
that are necessary to meet the needs of pilgrims, based on
a model proposed by Ambrosio et al. (2019).
The next section presents a description of the model that
is used in the analysis. As a brief summary, it envisages
a hierarchical structure for the assessment of pilgrimage
routes by establishing and weighing the different
associated elements. In accordance with this model, a
diagnosis matrix structures the surveying of predefined
variables and enables the evaluation of pilgrimage routes.
This tool allows an understanding of both material and
immaterial elements that comprise part of pilgrimage
the experience, and of the respective routes as tourism
products. The study takes as reference two Municipalities
along the Portuguese Way to Santiago—one in the South,
Vila Franca de Xira, and another in the North, Viana do
Castelo.

A return to pre-pandemic growth patterns is expected
to take time and depend on the depth and extent of
the recession sparked by COVID-19. Although the
vaccination program and the health situation worldwide
continue to improve, tourist / pilgrim behaviour is
influenced by several factors that include personal
economic wellbeing, disposable income, changes in
cost, perceived health risks, and changed capacities for
consumption as a result of pandemic restrictions (Lee
& Chen, 2020). As such, the continually disruptive new
trends suggest that innovations in tourism systems are
necessary, as entirely new requirements have emerged,

The Conceptual Model and its Diagnosis
Matrix
This section starts with a description of the model
proposed by Ambrósio et al. (2019). The objective is
to understand how the model’s variables are adapted to
the two municipalities under investigation. The model
is intended as a tool to help private and public agents
to guarantee and harmonise the quality of the product
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/ Camino in all municipalities crossed by the Way to
Santiago. Simultaneously, it should help to increase the
satisfaction of all pilgrims and walkers / tourists along
the path of a particular municipality.

F - Accommodation in hotels, or similar, with discounts
for pilgrims (6%);

Although there are substantial differences between
tourist-walkers
and
pilgrim-walkers,
especially
regarding accommodation and food establishments (in
terms of the quality and prices sought-after), in this
article the model focuses more on pilgrim-walkers who
maintain the pilgrimage spirit of mind, undertaking the
journey in a more austere way. To examine this group,
a set of variables is applied and respective hypothetical
weightings are attributed:

I – Built heritage conservation - churches, oratories, etc.
- (3%);

A – Route in nature trails and/or rural roads (30%);
B - Accommodation in pilgrim hostels (20%);
C – Safety and security (11%);
D – Restaurants with pilgrim menu (9%);
E - Local population welcome and varied support to
pilgrims (7%);

G – Possibility of cooking in the unit (5%);
H – Medical assistance (4%);

J - Schedule of churches, oratories, etc. (2%);
K - Possibility of washing laundry at site of overnight
stay (1.5%);
L - Possibility to stamp the pilgrim passport (1.0%);
M - Backpack transport between overnight sites (0.5%).
These variables are transformed in circles (respecting
their dimensions and level of importance) and are framed
by a square representing the entire product in a given
municipality (figure 1). One may observe that the closer
to the square, the larger the circle, and consequently the
weighting of the variable in the global context. The sum
of the circles / variables is 100% and results in a complete
square (framing), when all variables are met in full.

Figure 1: Conceptual Model to be Applied to Each Municipality

Source: Ambrósio et al. (2019)
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variable will be applied individually in the conceptual
model. Following this, the general results (municipality
involvement level) will be graded using the diagnosis
matrix.

To understand how the variables of the Conceptual Model
may be used, a demonstrative example of two variables
is provided.
A - 21/30% meaning, in that particular territory, about
2/3 of the Camino is in nature trails and / or rural
roads and for the remaining 1/3 of it, pilgrims /
hikers must walk along asphalt roads. To turn the
percentage in 30/30%, the local authorities need to
replace the asphalt track(s) finding a solution such
as the creation of bicycle and/or pedestrian paths
parallel to the referred tracks.

Methodology
Garancini et al. (2014) suggest that the historical
journey / pilgrimage must be an element of a physical
territory, recognisable and accessible. The journey starts
by identifying the area, providing systems and network
elements / emergencies and promoting a management
model characterised by small-scale interventions,
an ongoing schedule of maintenance, facilitated and
encouraged by the very presence of the walkers / users.
In 2019, Ambrosio et al. proposed a conceptual model,
establishing and weighting the different associated
network elements. Based on a holistic approach, a
Diagnostic Matrix was created which structures the
surveying of predefined variables and enables the
evaluation of pilgrimage routes.

B - 10/20% meaning that either the capacity of the
existing pilgrim hostel is too small for the number
of pilgrims or that the lodging for pilgrims provided
in the municipality offers commodities below
expectations. To turn the percentage into 20/20%,
the local authorities and / or associations of the
Camino should make more effort to augment the
required capacity or improve the conditions in the
existing lodgings.

The methodology adopted for this study explores the
holistic approach to the examination of network elements
in pilgrimage routes, based on this model. To undertake an
investigation using this model, a review of theoretical and
methodological literature is used as are visual methods
(specifically photography), in addition to the authors´
first-hand ethnographic field experiences (as suggested
by Hartel & Thompson, 2011). Jointly, these various
sources form a mixed method case-study that offers a
robust means of exploration when seeking to understand
cultural practices as located within the complexity of the
everyday (Silva et al., 2009), establishing a case study
research strategy (Stoecker, 1991) for an innovative
methodology for qualitative pilgrimage route research.

In the first case (A), about two thirds of the circle
would be presented in full. In the second one (B), the
circle would be half-full. Each circle shows the level of
development of each variable, what has been achieved
and what remains to be improved. The Diagnosis Matrix
(Table 2) establishes a classification for the general level
of involvement in each municipality, grading it from
none (0%) to excellent (100%).The goal is to turn the
theoretical conceptual model and its respective diagnosis
matrix into a practical exercise. Bearing it in mind, two
municipalities (one from South and another from North
Portugal) will be studied and the results from each

Visual methodologies are a new and novel approach to
qualitative research derived from traditional ethnography
methods, used in anthropology and sociology. There has
been recent enthusiasm for the use of visual methods
in qualitative research (Barbour, 2014; Glaw et al.,
2017). This is an effective and acceptable method for
qualitative research and is becoming more widely used
in multiple disciplines (Pain, 2012) resulting in increased
trustworthiness of the findings through member checking
(Glaw et al., 2017). In particular, the use of photography,
has been steadily gaining popularity in academia,
particularly with the act and process of photography in
the field (Heng, 2017). As such, researchers use these

Table 2: Stakeholders Evaluation Level
Level

%

None

00

Very weak

1-25

Weak

26-50

Average

51-65

Good

66-80

Very good

81-99

Excellent

100
Source: Ambrósio et al. (2019)
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images and methods to create knowledge (Thomas, 2009).
Thus, to obtain knowledge about how the conceptual
model’s variables are applied in the two municipalities
under study, photo elicitation was used to generate verbal
discussion (Thomas, 2009). Visual images were used and
participants commented on them (Bigante, 2010). This
greatly contributed to the validity of decision making for
the diagnostic matrix. Some of the photos are included in
this article to illustrate their usefulness.

mid-2020 there was not even 10 (Fernandes, 2020). This
overwhelming increase in the number of pilgrims (before
the pandemic) resulted in the development of new
businesses providing direct assistance to them. However,
the continued restricted mobility and social distancing
since 2020 resulted in a reduced flux of pilgrims, thus
affecting many businesses that have become dependent on
this segment. Some cafés and restaurants have remained
closed due to the much-reduced number of pilgrims.

Following the procedure proposed by Hartel and
Thompson (2011), at different locations along the
pilgrimage route the authors produced the visual images.
The authors then coded and grouped the photographs
by location and information content. Subsequently,
stakeholders involved in lodgings, restaurants, churches,
local authorities and volunteer associations, were
shown visual images at the two study locations to
obtain knowledge. Throughout the ensuing discussions,
the researchers never overly directed the process. The
researchers followed the information captured and
complemented it by further observation. An analysis of
all the gathered data allowed a follow-up of the findings
by Ambrosio et al. (2019) to update the conceptual
model using these two locations - drawing conclusions
on the impact of the pandemic on the Portuguese Way to
Santiago.

The Way to Santiago in Vila Franca de Xira is mostly
in the vicinity of the Tagus river, that is, in flat territory.
The peak of pilgrims begins in March and extends to
November, although there are pilgrims year-round.
According to Oficina del Peregrino (2021), in 2017,
2,474 pilgrims started the Camino in Lisbon (about
20 kilometres south of Vila Franca de Xira), 2,518 in
2018, and 2,651 in 2019. Although the numbers were
increasing year after year, the stakeholders were not yet
fully aware of the importance of pilgrims / walkers in
Map 1: The Portuguese Way to Santiago de
Compostela

The Portuguese Way to Santiago de
Compostela
The route being analysed for this study starts at Lisbon
Cathedral and passes through Vila Franca de Xira,
Santarém, Coimbra until entering Porto and then going
north. The route has two variants - the inland route and the
coastal one through Viana do Castelo. Map 1 highlights
the two Municipalities that form the case study for this
research - Vila Franca de Xira and Viana do Castelo.
Viana do Castelo presents the highest points along the
Coastal Route, which tends to make walking difficult for
some pilgrims who decide on alternative paths. Typically,
the peak volume of pilgrims along the Coastal Route
begins in March and extends to November, although there
are pilgrims year-round. According to the Association of
the Friends of the Way to Santiago of Viana do Castelo,
in 2017, 7,200 pilgrims passed through Viana do Castelo,
14,000 in 2018 (a 90% increase) and 22,000 pilgrims
in 2019 (64% increase). In 2019, an average of 120
pilgrims passed through Viana do Castelo per day; in

Source: Adapted from a Caminho de Santiago (n.d.)
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The second group (The supporting services) represents
47/100 and it comprises the variables:

the municipality. The reduced number of pilgrims (about
80% less) in 2020 and in the first half of 2021 did not
affect businesses because none of them (apart from the
albergue and partially the hostel) were dependent on their
passage / presence.

B – Accommodation in pilgrim hostels (20%);
D – Restaurants with pilgrim menu (9%);
F – Accommodation in hotels, or similar, with
discounts for pilgrims (6%);

As already explained, the purpose of this article is to
continue the effort to making the territory traversed
by the Camino more prepared and, above all, more
equitable in terms of services, and infrastructures that are
necessary to meet the needs of pilgrims. The variables
which constitute the Conceptual Model will be used to
explore each of the two municipalities. The results will
be shown in two distinct applications of the conceptual
model. Also, the general involvement of each of these two
municipalities will be displayed, based on the proposed
diagnosis matrix (see table 2).

G – Possibility of cooking in the unit (5%);
H – Medical assistance (4%);
K – Possibility of washing laundry at site of overnight
stay (1.5%);
L – Possibility to stamp the pilgrim passport (1.0%);
M – Backpacks transport between overnight sites
(0.5%).
The third group (The availability and quality of
attractions) contributes only 05/100, and it covers the
variables:

Whereas previously the variables were applied to the
model by order of importance based on percentage,
In this analysis, the results will be presented in three
different categories.

I – Built heritage conservation - churches, oratories,
etc. - (3%);
J – Schedule of churches, oratories, etc. (2%).

The first category is The physical structure of the route
itself and the route ambience issues. This has a weight
of 48 / 100, and includes the following variables:

In the following analysis each variable will be examined
in both study areas. The initials VC are used for Viana
do Castelo and VFX for Vila Franca de Xira.

A – Route in nature trails and/or rural roads (30%);
C – Safety and security (11%);

Image 2: Path with Cobblestone Paving

E – Local population welcome and varied support to
pilgrims (7%).

Image 1: Dirt Pavement at Entrance to Forested Area

Source: Authors

Source: Authors
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Image 3: Main Road as Alternative Route Taken by
Pilgrims

Image 5: Birdwatching Area at the Waterside

Source: Authors

Source: Authors

Image 6: Asphalt Road with Busy Truck Traffic

Image 4: Ecovia as an Alternative Route Taken by
Pilgrims

Source: Authors

The Physical Structure of the Route and
Route Ambience Issues
A - Route in nature trails and/or rural roads (30%).
Pilgrims / walkers would like the Camino to follow nature
trails and / or rural roads but in most municipalities this is
not yet possible. Local authorities need to replace asphalt
track(s) by finding alternatives such as the creation of
bicycle and/or pedestrian paths parallel to the asphalt
roads (Ambrósio et al., 2019). During the pandemic,
there was no inconvenience in pursuing this goal because
public works came to a halt.
VC (23.0 / 30.0). The Portuguese Coastal Way takes
pilgrims through ancient villages and towns used during

Source: Authors

the medieval period. In the first few parishes, the setting
is more part of nature and rural life and the route takes
the form of a dirt path (Image 1).
When entering the urban settings, for some kilometres,
pilgrims walk alongside a road with much traffic, leading
to the crossing of the river and into the city centre.
Leaving the city, once again the route is characterised by
rural life and nature settings. At this point, many pilgrims
do not follow the official path which has ample signage
and is delineated by inclinations and cobblestone paving
(Image 2).
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VFX (13.0 / 30.0). Entering the municipality, pilgrims
/ walkers pass through a small town and some fields
until they reach the following town. After crossing the
railway, they go across a quite dilapidated industrial area
(being turned into museums) and reach the riverbank.
For several kilometres they walk through a restored
natural landscape with some birdwatching areas (Image
5). Again, they enter a town and from there they walk
along asphalt roads with busy traffic and many trucks
(Image 6).

Image 7: Bicycle / Pedestrian Promenade

Some kilometres before the main town starts, a bicycle
/ pedestrian promenade (Image 7) is available. After the
main town until the end of the municipality, they walk
mainly along an asphalt road, however this is a secondary
one with little traffic. The municipality has been working
to have a natural path and / or promenade all along the
22 kilometres of riverbank (a new 5 kilometre track is
already in progress). When the plan is completed, the
Camino in the municipality will be shortened from 32 to
22 kilometres.

Source: Authors

Some pilgrims instead opt for taking the main road (more
direct and flatter) and walk on the asphalt or the cement
pavement which has breaks in between for entrances
to people´s houses, which tends to be more tiring for
pilgrims (Image 3).

C – Safety and security (11%)

Still others take the ‘ecovia’ (natural and panoramic path)
alongside the Atlantic Ocean. This is a recently built
infrastructure with very attractive scenery (Image 4).

Although safety and security are generally good in
Portugal and along the Camino, it is necessary to increase
policing along the Way, possibly provide more public
lighting and increase the awareness of pilgrims walking
in groups while passing through more isolated areas
(Ambrósio et al., 2019). During the pandemic, pilgrims
tended to walk individually or in pairs and consequently
some choose to veer away from the official path and walk
along the national (asphalt) road (Images 3 and 6).

Image 8: Path on Road with no Sidewalks

VC (8.0 / 11.0). The Portuguese Coastal Way provides
much security for pilgrims. Good clear signage, as
well as local shops, such as cafés, grocery stores, etc.,
separated by relatively short distances, serve as support
and resting points for pilgrims. The Route also provides
an application for Android and Apple mobile devices
that allows pilgrims to plan their own itinerary. These
services reinforce a sense of safety and security on the
part of pilgrims. Possibly the biggest concern in terms of
safety and security is the asphalt roads, particularly the
national road. The asphalt roads are shared by pilgrims
either on the shoulder, sidewalk or, on limited occasions,
with no sidewalks (Image 8).
VFX (6.0 / 11.0). There is no significant evidence of lack
of security for pilgrims / walkers in VFX. There are good
and clear signs along the Way. If someone gets lost, as

Source: Authors
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the Camino crosses a quite densely populated area, local
people are quite friendly and always willing to assist
pilgrims seeking directions. The main problem regarding
safety and security results from walking along asphalt
roads shared by people and vehicles, above all big trucks,
which is understandable due to the heavy industrial area
(Image 6).
E - Local population welcome and provide varied
support to pilgrims (7%)
Many good pilgrim memories are connected to local
warm hospitality. Local associations and / or local
parishes should invite pilgrims to attend or to share their
activities or even organise small events in which all can
participate and make pilgrims feel welcome (Ambrósio
et al., 2019). However, during the pandemic, all personal
contacts are being avoided.
VC (5.0 / 7.0). Richards and Fernandes (2007) asserted
that the main motive for visiting religious sites in
Northern Portugal is meeting local people. This assertion
is confirmed by comments made by pilgrims who pass
by the Interpretative Centre, claiming that local people
are quite friendly and hospitable. They provide pilgrims
with guidance and assistance, and often with water, food,
comfort and security.
VFX (3.0 / 7.0). In the South the presence of pilgrims /
walkers has been less visible as they exist in much smaller
numbers compared to the North, thus the population is not
so aware of their presence. Nevertheless, there is evidence
of contacts in vicinity of the albergue with locals sharing
public benches and conversations with travellers. Also,
in the main town, retired locals look out for pilgrims to
show them where the hostel and the tourism office are.
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The Supporting Services
B - Accommodation in pilgrim hostels (20%)
For the small amount of money charged, pilgrim
accommodation is not viable as a business. This kind
of lodging is usually operated by Camino associations,
the Church, or by the Municipality. Here, in normal
circumstances, the pilgrim can sleep, bathe, cook, eat,
wash and dry clothes. Pilgrims can also stamp their
credentials and find a series of useful information for the
next phases in their journey. Nearly always, the rooms
in these albergues have multiple beds, a reason to either
close during the pandemic or to significantly reduce the
number of guests per room.
VC (16.0 / 20.0). There are two official pilgrim
accommodation providers (albergues) in VC. One
is Church owned, exclusive for pilgrims, limited to
one night stay (Image 9). It is open from April 1st to
September 30th and the cost is € 6 per bed. The other
is a Youth Hostel, not exclusive for pilgrims, which has
no restrictions of duration of stay (although pilgrims
generally stay only one night), open all year long and the
cost ranges between €35-70 per room of multiple beds
(between 2 and 4 beds) per night, making the cost per
pilgrim in a shared room at about €15-20 (Image 10).
Outside the city, two albergues exclusively accommodate
pilgrims. Although not classified as official lodging for
pilgrims, they are generally accepted as such. The first,
owned by the local parish pilgrim association, with a
capacity of 20 beds, charges €6 per bed. The second,
a privately owned with a capacity of 16 beds charges
around €13 per bed.
Image 10: Youth Hostel also Operated as an Albergue

Image 9: Church Owned and Operated Albergue

Source: Authors

Source: Authors
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Image 11: Albergue Operated by a Camino Association

Image 14: Daily Specials Offered by Local Restaurant

Source: Authors
Image 12: Hostel in Vila Franca de Xira

Source: Authors

VFX (8.0 / 20.0). The only existing albergue is operated
by a Camino Association with a capacity for 10 pilgrims
/ walkers and it costs €10/bed (Image 11). This albergue
opens mid-March and closes by the end of October. It
is situated at the entrance to the Municipality. The other
option is a hostel (located in the main town) and it is not
exclusive for pilgrims (Image 12). It is open all year long
and the cost per bed is €15.

Source: Authors

D – Restaurants with pilgrim menu (9%)

Image 13: Pilgrim Menu Offered by Local Restaurant

When it comes time to eat a full meal, for many pilgrims,
the restaurants offering a pilgrim menu are the first choice.
In the North of Portugal, there is a significant number of
restaurants announcing a pilgrim menu, which is not the
case in the South. It is imperative to sensitise restaurants
operators to the importance of the passing pilgrims in
the Municipality (not only for them but also for other
economic sectors) and the need to provide an adequate
supply of food provision and services (Ambrósio et al.,
2019). During the most severe period of the pandemic all
restaurants closed.
VC (7.5 / 9.0). There is evidence of some restaurants
providing pilgrim menus (Image 13), but these are
limited in number. One of the reasons for this trend is
a generalised practice of ‘daily specials’, for lunch and
during weekdays. Restaurants keep to the tradition
of providing hearty, comfortable food with generous
portions at a low cost. A set menu usually includes

Source: Authors
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soup, bread, a choice of main courses and beverage and
expresso coffee at a price ranging between €5 and €7
(Image 14). Most pilgrims end up opting for the ‘daily
specials’. As these restaurants tend to be informal and
family run, pilgrims often enjoy a meal experience that
includes food embedded in tradition. Restaurants that
cater primarily to pilgrims are providing food outside of
the traditional set time for meals. Those restaurants close
to the pilgrim hostels open earlier and offer breakfast and
readymade and pre-wrapped sandwiches to go, as early
as 7am.
VFX (5.0 / 9.0). There is no evidence of restaurants
offering the pilgrim menu. Instead, pilgrims / walkers
can find along the Way many small restaurants offering
a ‘daily special’. In the South, although portions are
not so generous as they are in the North, the dishes are
quite well served. In addition, what is offered as part
of the ‘daily special’ is more reduced, apart from the
main dish, the beverage and expresso coffee, choosing
between soup or dessert. The prices range from €7 to €9.
From 6.30am/7am it is possible to find many cafés open
because many people living in this municipality commute
to Lisbon where they work.
F - Accommodation in hotels, or similar, with
discounts for pilgrims (6%)
When the existing pilgrim albergues (or equivalent)
are full, the alternatives (accommodation in hotels, or
similar) are quite expensive for pilgrims / walkers who
seek low-cost budget potions (by necessity, faith or
other). It becomes necessary to show hoteliers that it is
better to offer their rooms for a lower price than to leave
the room empty at night, thus, contributing to a more
pilgrim friendly environment (Ambrósio et al., 2019).
During the pandemic, many guesthouses and hotels
closed and others with rooms with multiple beds had
to reduce the number of guests, and thus, were obliged,
in many cases, to augment the prices. Most of these
units provide alternatives for those looking for better
conditions to stay overnight, a trend that was increasing
before the pandemic.
VC (4.5 / 6.0). In addition to accommodation in pilgrim
hostels, located along the Way, there are several other
options for accommodation. For example VC offers
two hostels (€15 and €26 / bed), two camping sites just
slightly off the pilgrimage path, several guesthouses
and bed & breakfast units (some offering discount to
pilgrims), one two-star, two three-star hotels and some
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four-star hotels. There is no evidence of hotels or camp
sites offering reduced fares to pilgrims / walkers.
VFX (3.5 / 6.0) Apart from the albergue, there is one
hostel (€15/bed), one camp site with bungalows, five
guest houses / bed & breakfast and one four-star hotel.
Some guesthouses / bed & breakfast units offer reduced
prices for pilgrims but not the hotel or the camping site.
G – Possibility of cooking in the unit (5%)
Many pilgrims (mainly the ones following a low-cost
budget) prefer to cook their own food and do their
shopping in the local grocery stores, helping the local
economy (Ambrósio et al., 2019). During the pandemic
many collective services in the hostels and albergues,
including kitchens, closed.
VC (4.5 / 5.0). Available in official and non-official
albergues and in many guesthouses, but not in more
formal lodgings, as for example the hotels. In the camp
sites is also possible to cook.
VFX (3.5 / 5.0). In the pilgrim hostel there is a microwave
but no stove. The hostel offers a full-equipped kitchen. In
the camp site, the bungalows are also equipped with a
small kitchen. The hotels do not provide this facility.
H – Medical assistance (4%)
This is probably one of the most difficult variables to
fulfil by local authorities / municipalities in rural areas
because it depends mainly on the central government
(Ambrósio et al., 2019). However, in this study, the two
municipalities in question are situated in well populated
areas.
VC (4.0 / 4.0). The city of Viana do Castelo offers several
medical assistance points, including a public hospital, a
private hospital, a health centre, a family health unit, the
Red Cross and the municipal fire station (all in or close
to the city centre). Public medical assistance is available
in all parishes along the route. Pharmacies are also found
in the city and in all parishes.
VFX (4.0 / 4.0). The municipality has a vast medical
assistance network, including a public hospital and
several public and private health centres. Apart from
the main town, medical assistance and pharmacies are
available in all towns / parishes along the Camino.
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Image 15: Compostela, Certificate of Having
Completed the Pilgrimage

Image 16: Passport with Various Stamps

Source: Authors

show (at Santiago de Compostela) the passport and the
various stamps on it to certify that he / she has walked at
least 100 km (Image 16).
VC (1.0/1.0). The pilgrim can find the stamp for
credentials in several places along the Way, from the
churches as well as some commercial places like cafés,
hotels, shops and hostels, as well as in the Interpretative
Center of the Portuguese Coast Path (CICPC).

Source: Authors

VFX (0.8 / 1.0). Although the stamp is not yet advertised in
cafés and restaurants as it happens in many municipalities
in the North (to attract possible customers), there are
many places where it is possible to stamp the passport
(see images 15 and 16), as for example the albergue, the
hostel and the tourism office.

K - Possibility of washing laundry at site of
overnight stay (1.5%).
Although it may be seen as a minor variable, it is not,
because pilgrims tend to carry the absolute minimum in
their backpacks. In fact, when this facility does not exist,
many pilgrims prefer to walk to the next municipality /
hostel where one is available (Ambrósio et al., 2019).
During the pandemic, many collective services in the
hostels and albergues, including laundry, closed.

M - Backpack transport between overnight sites
(0.5%)
This variable will probably increase in importance if
pilgrims / walkers decide to use more camp sites, instead
of other kind of lodgings. Likewise, it will increase if the
volume of walkers who do not overnight in albergues, but
instead stay in high-standard accommodation increases.
These are among the ones who ask more frequently for
this service. Taxis and other rideshares are not expensive
in Portugal and might be considered for backpack
transport between overnight sites.

VC (1.5 / 1.5). Laundry washing is available in all four
pilgrim hostels. In the municipality (not far from the
lodgings) there are some laundromats, including one
which is open 24 hours. Also, in some villages (along the
Way) there are still public washing tanks (a community
tradition), but very few.
VFX (1.5 / 1.5). Both at the albergue and at the
hostel, there is the possibility of washing laundry. This
municipality belongs to the metropolitan area of Lisbon,
which is densely populated. As such, in all towns (along
the Way), it is possible to find laundromats.

VC (0.4 / 0.5). A recently created business offers
backpack transportation and other services to support
pilgrims and is now offering to transfer camping gear.
VFX (0.2 /0.5). There is no knowledge of any organisation
that provides this service in the Municipality, although
the hostel has a contact who assists with this kind of
service.

L - Possibility to stamp the pilgrim passport (1.0%)
To get the compostela, certificate of having completed
the pilgrimage (Image 15), the pilgrim / walker must
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Image 17: The Oldest Church Dedicated to Santiago
Outside the Spanish Territory

Image 18: Market with a Glazed Tile Decorated
Façade

Source: Authors

Source: Authors

The Availability and Quality of Attractions
I – Built heritage conservation - churches,
oratories, etc. (3%)
Although pilgrims / walkers do not usually do detours to
visit built heritage, they pay attention to the ones along
the Way and do appreciate them mainly when they are
in a good state of conservation. On pilgrim websites
and in travel books, the most important patrimony is
highlighted, thus, the Municipalities need to increase
awareness of improving the aesthetics of their patrimony,
provide incentives for the private sector to rebuild / restore
buildings and request funding from national government
or EU development programs (Ambrósio et al., 2019).
During the pandemic, many of these places closed.
VC (3.0 / 3.0). In the Municipality of Viana do Castelo,
the architectural religious heritage is impressive, well
maintained and attractive to visitors and a source of pride
for residents. All parishes have churches and chapels,
some of which are open at the convenience of pilgrims.
One parish has the oldest church dedicated to Santiago
outside the Spanish territory (consecrated in the year
862, shortly after the tomb of the Apostle St. James was
found-(Image 17).

Safeguarding built heritage with a prioritisation on the
conservation of monuments, historic buildings, sites and
historic centres has received much attention in recent
years. The heritage development process has been
extended to the cultural landscapes.
VFX (2.0 /3.0). There is not much of interest regarding
built heritage, apart from some statues and glazed tile
decorated façades (Image 18). Until the turn to the
20th century, the economy of Vila Franca de Xira was
mainly based on agriculture, cattle breeding (some for
bullfights), salt extraction and river fishing. In recent
decades, many industries closed and the municipality has
been working to musealize the most interesting industrial
remains (many are located along the Way). Similarly, the
riverbank (which extends to 22km in the Municipality)
has been restored and some of the already existing
interventions (part of the Way) have received prizes and
environmental certificates for their quality.
J - Schedule of churches, oratories, etc. (2%)
Although not all walking the Camino do it for religious
purposes, studies show that many still do, keeping to the
original spirituality of the Way. Mainly the ecclesiastical
authorities need to find ways of keeping religious buildings
open longer. Either through adjustable schedules to
meet the needs of the locals as well as the pilgrims or
by announcing where to find the person in charge of the
church / oratory key (Ambrósio et al., 2019). However,
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Figure 2: Conceptual Model Applied to Viana do Castelo

Source: Authors
Figure 3: Conceptual Model Applied to Vila Franca de Xira

Source: Authors
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with the pandemic, many churches closed, and personal
contacts are discouraged.
VC (1.5 / 2.0). Several churches are open all day during
the week and weekends. According to comments by
pilgrims, although they are open often there is no one
there. At other times, churches have masses scheduled
throughout the day, bringing together pilgrims and
residents.
VFX (0.5 /2.0). Apart from the schedule established for
the parishioners, no schedule is planned for pilgrims.

Applying the Diagnosis Matrix to the
Conceptual Model
After establishing the percentages / weights to each of
the variables and for each municipality, these results are
applied to the Conceptual Model. Figure 2 and Figure
3 show the results for the two Municipalities: Viana do
Castelo (Figure 2) and Vila Franca de Xira (Figure 3).
The overall vision is given by the square line, where the
full line illustrates what is achieved and the lack of a
line illustrates what is still to be done. What is missing
to accomplish each of the individual variables is showed
through the empty space of each circle. In addition, the
sum of the results determines in the diagnosis matrix,
the stage of involvement by stakeholders in each of the
referred municipalities (Table 2).
Considering the diagnosis matrix, the Municipality Viana
do Castelo achieved a result of 79.9 / 100, meaning that
the stakeholder involvement can be considered Good and
entering the next stage of Very Good. The Municipality
Vila Franca de Xira achieved a result of 51.0 / 100,
implying that the stakeholder involvement is emerging
from the Weak stage and is entering the Average stage.
Regarding the three variable groups: the physical
structure of the route itself and the route ambience issues;
the supporting services and; the availability and quality
of the attractions, one notes that inferences for the two
municipalities are different. Considering the first group
(The physical structure of the route itself and the
route ambience issues), in VC the three variables (A,
C and E) are all above 70% meaning that there are still
items to improve but the pilgrims / walkers largely meet
most of their expectations. In VFX, two variables (A and
E) are below 50% showing that local authorities still have
a long way to go. Nevertheless, once the revitalisation
of the riverside is completed these two variables will
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certainly reach higher levels. The third variable (E) is
expected to increase only when locals become aware of
the importance of pilgrims / walkers for the local economy
and for the strengthening of human relationships.
Regarding the second group (The supporting services),
one notices that in VC only one variable is below 80%
(F with 75%), four variables are between 80 and 90%
(B, D, G and M), meaning that small improvements
are required, and three have already reached 100% (H,
K and L). Regarding variable F, it is necessary to raise
awareness among hostel and hotel managers of the
need to reduce prices for those walking the Camino.
In VFX, only two variables attained 100% (H and K),
two variables are between 70% and 80% (G and L,
respectively), meaning that the stakeholders related with
these two variables need to search for solutions for the
pilgrims / walkers’ needs. In the other four variables
(B, D, F and M), the percentages are quite low, between
40 and 58%, indicating that there is much to be done,
mainly increasing the number of albergues and providing
backpack transport.
The third group (The availability and quality of
attractions) also shows considerable differences. In
VC, variable I is totally achieved and variable J with
75% demonstrates that pilgrims encounter opportunities
to attend religious services. In contrast, in VFX the
percentages are quite low, mainly for variable J (25%),
meaning that the ecclesiastical authorities need to address
further the pilgrim needs. For variable I (67%), with the
renovation of the riverside and the museumiﬁcation
process for the redundant industrial buildings, this
percentage is expected to reach higher levels.

Conclusions
The indicators that contribute to produce a conceptual
model and associated rating of the Santiago Way in Viana
do Castelo and Vila Franca de Xira have been widely
explored in this paper. The factors that influenced pilgrims
pre-pandemic are still important and the research carried
out in this paper could be used to establish the most
useful scenarios for developing the Way post-pandemic.
The following section summarises the challenges which
the pandemic currently presents per variable.
A – The pandemic has little or no influence on the
reorganisation of the territory which is primarily
developed / managed for local users, with the Way
to Santiago taking advantage of it.
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distancing measures impact capacity, and lower capacity
means less revenue. The providers of official pilgrim
accommodation claim that the effect of social distancing,
on average, is a reduction of 50% in capacity. The private
albergues closed altogether and do not know whether
they will reopen. This situation questions if they are
sustainable. Nevertheless, even if capacity not reduced,
currently the pilgrim flow has dropped dramatically
compared to 2019.

B – The hostels are currently closed and the walkers, on
a low-cost budget, are very affected. They will have
difficulty doing the Way.
C – The safety variable will now include new concerns,
namely, in terms of health and occasional bans on
walkers who do not reside in the municipality.
D – In severe periods of the pandemic, restaurants close.
Meals have to be ordered on a take-away basis, with
the possibility of challenges regarding shopping in
supermarkets. Here too, the low-cost pilgrim would
be affected and the more affluent ones will lose part
of the living culture experience of the Camino.

Due to the pandemic, some restaurants closed and have
yet to reopen. For those that have opened, the law is
quite strict that they ensure social distancing. Much like
the situation with the accommodation providers, this
is causing some difficulties, as restaurants tend to be
small, family run operations and commonly operate with
small profit margins. The diminished customer flows are
creating obstacles to the financial viability of restaurants
and some are not expected to reopen.

E –Contacts with strangers are avoided. This, together
with variable B, suffers the most. The combination of
both is a significant part of the walkers’ experiences.
F – This is one of the variables that can benefit from the
pandemic, or even post-pandemic, as many pilgrims
will no longer want to sleep in communal rooms in
albergues.

Safety has improved, particularly in relation to health
issues. However, concerns have increased about pilgrims
veering away from the original Camino and the path
that has been appropriately prearranged and organised
with reference to the safety and security of pilgrims. By
taking unofficial paths through isolated areas where there
is little or no presence of other people, pilgrims may
be putting their safety at risk. As such, pilgrims should
avoid isolated areas. On the other hand, in taking the
asphalt paths they also miss the traditions encountered
along the original Way (centuries of history, monuments,
churches, heritage, unique and beautiful rural landscape,
and mainly the contact with the locals).

G – These services close, forcing higher expenses in
restaurants. Again, the low cost pilgrim will suffer.
H – Medical services not related to the pandemic are
restricted.
I – Many cultural sites close or seriously restrict the
number of visitors. As far as the natural heritage is
concerned, there will be almost no restrictions.
J – Most of the religious sites close and there are no
religious ceremonies.
K –These services close (or the hostels are closed),
forcing higher expenses in automatic laundries.

If the pandemic were to continue, or new pandemics surge
in the future, some of the variables would need revisions
in terms of relative weight. For example, variable C would
increase its weight, as it would include safety related to
sanitary measures, as well as the individual’s perception
of safety. In such a situation, the biggest concern is the
danger that the Way will cease to be in demand and
disappear as a tourist product. Not maintaining it would
result in less demand and then the costs to travel through
it would tend to be higher.

L – Although the number of establishments to stamp
passports is reduced, it will still be possible to find
a sufficient number, namely, in tourist offices and in
accommodation.
M – Perhaps due to the smaller number of users, this
service tends to be replaced by taxis and the like,
which does not allow many, especially the low cost
pilgrims, to use it.

The conceptual model covers the supply side of the
pilgrimage route. Nevertheless, when the world starts
to get back to a ‘new normal’, the infrastructure of the
Way needs to be re-examined in order to guarantee
safe spaces, specifically at restaurants, accommodation

The impact of the pandemic is most visible on the
accommodation sector. Providers are implementing
social distancing measures and others are still dealing
with the effects of distancing on their business. The
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providers and the route itself, to improve its appeal to
attract pilgrims back. The situation with the pandemic
has arguably caused changes in pilgrim behaviour, for
example the number of pilgrims walking together.
Research is required to obtain data on pilgrim motivation,
behaviour and consumption patterns along the journey
to determine if future changes are expected to alter the
conceptual model. Answers are needed for questions such
as, which pilgrims veer away from the original route?
Do we have segments seeking nature, or landscapes that
follow other paths while the ones with faith follow the
original path? What is their ‘journey’? Finally, we need to
answer the question posed by Fernandes et al. (2012:91)
whether ‘the pendulum has swung the other way’, as to
the principal motive of the pilgrim - are they travelling
more for leisure and less for faith?
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